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ABSTRACT
Imagine being able to show a system a visual depiction of
a keyword and finding spoken utterances that contain this
keyword from a zero-resource speech corpus. We formalise
this task and call it visually prompted keyword localisation
(VPKL): given an image of a keyword, detect and predict
where in an utterance the keyword occurs. To do VPKL, we
propose a speech-vision model with a novel localising atten-
tion mechanism which we train with a new keyword sampling
scheme. We show that these innovations give improvements
in VPKL over an existing speech-vision model. We also
compare to a visual bag-of-words (BoW) model where im-
ages are automatically tagged with visual labels and paired
with unlabelled speech. Although this visual BoW can be
queried directly with a written keyword (while our’s takes
image queries), our new model still outperforms the visual
BoW in both detection and localisation, giving a 16% relative
improvement in localisation F1.

Index Terms— Visually grounded speech models, key-
word localisation, speech-image retrieval.

1. INTRODUCTION

How can we search a speech collection in a zero-resource lan-
guage where it is impossible to obtain text transcriptions (e.g.
unwritten languages)? One way in which recent research is
addressing this problem is to use vision as a weak form of
supervision: speech systems are built on images paired with
unlabelled spoken captions—removing the need for text [1].

In this paper we specifically introduce the new visually
prompted keyword localisation (VPKL) task: a model is
given an image depicting a keyword—serving as an image
query—and is prompted to detect whether the query occurs
in a spoken utterance. If the keyword is detected, the model
should also determine where in the utterance the keyword
occurs. E.g. the model is shown an image of a mountain and
asked whether it occurs in the spoken caption: “a hiker in
a tent on a mountain”. The model should also say where in
the utterance mountain occurs (if it is detected), as shown
in Fig. 1. To do this, we need a multimodal model that can
compare images or image regions to spoken utterances.
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In the last few years a range of speech-vision models have
been proposed [1–8]. Most were developed for retrieving
whole images given a whole spoken caption as query (or vice
versa). Image-caption retrieval is different from VPKL—in
the latter, the query is typically a depiction of an isolated ob-
ject or concept and we want to detect and localise this query
within an utterance (rather than retrieving a whole spoken
caption). Nevertheless, with slight modification, we can use
an image-caption retrieval model for VPKL. We show that
this performs poorly, presumably because of the mismatch
between the training objective and the test-time VPKL task.

As a result, we propose a novel localising attention mech-
anism and a new keyword sampling scheme. First, for the
attention mechanism, we combine the idea of matchmaps [2]
with a more explicit form of within-utterance attention [9,10].
Second, for the sampling scheme, we can use a visual tagger
to automatically tag training images with text labels of words
likely occurring in the image. From these generated tags, we
can sample positive and negative image-caption pairs which
contain the same or different keywords. E.g. while originally
we could have a spoken caption “hikers going up a moun-
tain slope” paired only with a single image, we could now
also pair this utterance with the spoken caption “a boy and
his dad on a mountain.” This would encourage the model to
not only focus on utterances as a whole, but also learn within-
utterance distinctions between keywords. Note that in this pa-
per we mainly consider an idealised case using the captions’
text transcriptions to sample positive and negative pairs (sim-
ulating an ideal visual tagger).

In this setting, we show that both innovations lead to
improvements in VPKL over an image-caption retrieval
model. We also compare to a visual bag-of-words (BoW)
model [9, 11, 12] which is queried with written keywords in-
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Fig. 1. The goal in visually prompted keyword localisation is
to locate a given query keyword (given as an image) within a
spoken utterance.
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stead of images. This model is trained using a visual tagger to
generate textual BoW labels for training images. These labels
are then used to train a keyword detection model [12]. While
a written keyword arguably gives a stronger query signal than
an image, we show that when combining our new attention
mechanism with our new sampling scheme, we outperform
the visual BoW. Further analysis shows that the distribution
of keywords that our model is able to localise is much smaller
than that of the visual BoW model. We attribute this to im-
age queries sometimes depicting more than one keyword.
Through further analyses, we also show that the model’s per-
formance decreases when tasked with learning a larger set
of keywords. We also present initial experiments where a
real image tagger is used to produce positive and negative
examples for our training scheme—highlighting additional
challenges for future work.

2. NEW TASK: VISUALLY PROMPTED KEYWORD
LOCALISATION

The approach of directly training on image-speech pairs is
motivated by children having access to image and speech sig-
nals when acquiring their native language [13–19]. To learn
words, they can use the co-occurrences of spoken words with
visual objects, and vice versa [20]. Eventually humans can
establish if and where a word depicted by its visual repre-
sentation, is uttered—without ever requiring transcriptions.
Drawing inspiration from humans, we introduce the new task
of visually prompted keyword localisation (VPKL). This task
is very similar to the task of textual keyword detection, where
a model is given a written query keyword and asked to detect
(and possibly locate) occurrences of the keyword in a search
collection [9, 11, 12, 21–25]. Instead of a written keyword, in
VPKL the query is an image of an object or concept.

Formally, VPKL involves both detection and localisation.
Detection is illustrated in Fig. 2. A model is given an image
query xvision, which depicts a keyword, and asked whether
the keyword occurs in an utterance xaudio. For localisation, if
the model detects the image query xvision in xaudio, the model
is prompted to identify where in xaudio the keyword occurs.
E.g. in Fig. 1 the model is asked whether the mountain in
xvision, occurs in xaudio3 . After the model detected the key-
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Fig. 2. The goal in visually prompted detection is to detect
whether a given query keyword (given as an image) occurs
anywhere within a spoken utterance.

word “mountain”, it is prompted to identify where in xaudio3
it occurs. During VPKL, the model therefore has to first do
detection and then localisation, i.e. detection is a task on its
own, but localisation includes detection. To do VPKL, we
need a multimodal model that can output whether a keyword
occurs and at which frame detected keywords occur.

3. APPROACH: MULTIMODAL LOCALISATION
MODELS

Our VPKL model outputs an overall score S 2 [0, 1] indi-
cating whether a keyword is present anywhere within an ut-
terance. The keyword is detected if the S is above a thresh-
old ↵. Additionally, the model outputs a sequence of scores
aaudio 2 RN where N is the number of speech frames; each
element aaudioi indicates whether the detected keyword oc-
curs at frame i. To do this, we need a multimodal model that
can predict which frames in an utterance is most relevant to a
given query image. As starting point for our model, we use
the deep audio-visual embedding network (DAVEnet) of [4].
We then adapt it by introducing a new sampling scheme and
attention mechanism that encourages localisation.

3.1. Starting point: DAVEnet

DAVEnet [4] consists of a vision and an audio network which
separately maps an image and its entire spoken caption to sin-
gle fixed-size embeddings in a common multimodal space.
The goal is to get embeddings of paired images and spo-
ken captions to be more similar than the embeddings of mis-
matched images and captions. Our implementation of DAV-
Enet incorporates some of the extensions from [2].

Following [2], we extend the DAVEnet architecture to use
ResNet50 [26] for the image network and instead of learn-
ing fixed-size embeddings, we learn a sequence of embed-
dings for each image evision 2 RM and caption eaudio 2 RN .
Here M is the number of pixels and N the number of frames.
These embedding sequences are then used in a matchmap
M 2 RM⇥N which calculates the dot product between each
frame embedding in eaudio and each pixel embedding in evision.
The idea is that high similarity in the M should indicate those
speech frames and image pixels that are related. In [2], the
authors showed quantitatively that the matchmaps can indeed
localise words and objects corresponding to the same concept.

Another change we make from [4] and [2] is that, instead
of using standard speech features as input, we use an acoustic
network trained on external data. Concretely, we use a dif-
ferent network as the audio branch in our modified version
of DAVEnet. This network consists of an acoustic facoustic
and a BiLSTM fBiLSTM network. For facoustic, we pretrain the
contrastive predictive coding (CPC) model of [27] on out-of-
domain unlabelled data to obtain more robust acoustic fea-
tures (by taking advantage of more extensive data sources).
The acoustic features are sent to fBiLSTM to take advantage of
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context from the entire caption. These changes improves the
original DAVEnet model’s caption retrieval score from 31%
to 69% on the English Places corpus [2–4]. We still refer to
this custom implementation as DAVENET, since it largely fol-
lows the original architecture.

We will see in Section 4 that this multimodal model per-
forms poorly on VPKL. Therefore, we propose two improve-
ments: a keyword sampling scheme (Section 3.2) and a new
localising attention mechanism (Section 3.3).

3.2. Positive and negative keyword sampling

To learn when an image query occurs in an utterance, we
propose a keyword sampling scheme to push image-caption
pairs containing the same keyword closer together and pairs
not containing the keyword away from each other. We could
use an off-the-shelve visual tagger to generate textual tags for
the images and use these predicted text labels to sample pos-
itive and negative image-caption pairs: if a keyword occurs
in the predicted labels of two image-caption pairs, they are
positives; if not, they are negatives.

We mainly consider this approach with a perfect tag-
ger, but later in § 4.3 we do initial experiments using a real
tagger. In the idealised case we use the ground truth tex-
tual transcriptions of the spoken captions to sample positive
(x+

audio, x
+
vision) and three negative (x�

audioi , x
�
visioni) pairs for

each image-caption (xaudio, xvision) pair. E.g. given an image-
caption pair (xaudio, xvision) where xaudio is “a hiker in a tent
on a mountain”, we choose a positive pair also containing the
keyword “mountain” like “a mountain with a snowy peak”.
Negatives are selected from images that do not contain the
keyword “mountain” in the transcription of their captions.

Since we use these pairs in a contrastive loss, we refer to
this model as CONTRASTIVEDAVENET. The model is trained
to push the similarity scores S of pairs containing a certain
keyword closer and the similarity scores S of pairs not con-
taining the keyword further apart:
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,

We obtain S by taking the matchmap M between the given
embedding sequences before max-pooling over the pixel axis
and mean-pooling over the temporal axis, as in [2]. We use
the mean-squared-error (MSE) between the embeddings with
a positive target of 1 and a negative target of �1. This was
based on development experiments: we found that MSE and
the wider range of possible target values gave the best results
since it pushed the positives and negatives further apart.

Note that CONTRASTIVEDAVENET is the step between
DAVENET and our proposed attention model, described next.
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Fig. 3. The LOCALISATIONATTENTIONNET takes a pair
(xaudio, xvision) as input. The pair given to the model can also
be a positive pair (x+

audio, xvision) or (xaudio, x
+
vision), or a neg-

ative pair (xaudio, x
�
visioni) or (x�

audioi , xvision).

3.3. Localising attention mechanism

We make use of an attention mechanism similarly to [9, 10,
12, 28]. These models all take a written keyword as a query,
and then look up a word embedding corresponding to that
keyword, which is then used to calculate per-frame attention
weights aaudio over the per-frame audio embeddings eaudio. In
our case we instead use the matchmap Maudio, as shown in
Fig. 3. As a reminder, the audio matchmap Maudio is calcu-
lated by taking the dot product between each audio embed-
ding in eaudio and each vision embedding in evision. We then
take the maximum over Maudio’s pixel axis to obtain aaudio.
Thereafter, aaudio is used to weigh eaudio to get e

0

audio. From
e

0

audio, we sum over the temporal axis to get a context vector
caudio. In the vision branch we do something very similar:
we take the maximum over Mvision’s temporal axis to obtain
avision from which we can calculate e

0

vision and cvision (similar
to how we obtained e

0

audio and caudio). It is important to note
that Mvision is the transpose of Maudio.

We train this model, which we refer to as LOCALISATION-
ATTENTIONNET, by using the c vectors in a contrastive loss:
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+
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�
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where S is the cosine similarity. This loss attempts to push
caudio closer to its paired image cvision and to a caption also
containing the same keyword c+audio. At the same time, it
should push caudio away from any caption c�audioi not contain-
ing the keyword. The same goes for the vision part. The
idea is to force the model to isolate the keywords common to
image-caption pairs and their positive samples.
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4. EXPERIMENTS

The goal in VPKL is to detect and localise a visual keyword
in a spoken utterance. To do this, we train three speech-vision
models to predict which (if any) of the frames are related to a
given image query.

4.1. Experimental setup

Data: We pretrain the acoustic network facoustic on the
combination of LibriLight [29] and the multilingual Places
dataset [5]. We train DAVENET, CONTRASTIVEDAVENET and
LOCALISATIONATTENTIONNET on the Flickr8k Audio Cap-
tions Corpus [30]. The corpus consists of 8k images where
each image is paired with five parallel spoken English cap-
tions and is split into train, development and test sets of
30k, 5k and 5k utterances, respectively. The spoken captions
are parametrised as mel-spectograms, with a hop length of
10 ms, a window width of 25 ms and 40 mel bins. We trun-
cate or zero-pad the mel-spectograms to 1024 frames. Images
are resized to 224⇥224 pixels and normalised according to
the VGG [31] mean and variances calculated using Ima-
geNet [32].

Models: For the image branch, we use the ResNet50 [26]
adaptation of [33]. The architecture used for the audio branch
of all three models is given in the source code.1 For training
CONTRASTIVEDAVENET and LOCALISATIONATTENTIONNET

we use the training set’s transcriptions to sample positive
pairs (x+

audio, x
+
vision) and three negative pairs (x�

audioi , x
�
visioni)

for each image-caption (xaudio, xvision) pair. For validation
on CONTRASTIVEDAVENET and LOCALISATIONATTENTION-
NET, we follow the same procedure to sample a positive pair
(x+

audio, x
+
vision) and a negative pair (x�

audio, x
�
vision) for each

image-caption (xaudio, xvision) pair using the development set.
The validation task measures whether the model will place
the positive pair closer to (xaudio, xvision) than it would the
negative pair. DAVENET is trained and validated on Flickr8k
following a similar setup to the original paper [4]. All models
are trained with Adam [34] for 100 epochs using early stop-
ping. The batch sizes and learning rates for each model are
tuned on development data.

Evaluation: We evaluate our approach on a set of 34
keywords. This is a subset of the keywords from [35], where
we only consider keywords that can reasonably be localised
using an image. For each keyword, we obtain 10 images
from the Flickr8k test split and then manually crop the im-
age region corresponding to the keyword.2 This cropped
image then serves as the image query for that keyword. At

1DAVENET: https://github.com/LeanneNortje/
DAVEnet_VPKL;
CONTRASTIVEDAVENET: https://github.com/LeanneNortje/
ContrastiveDAVEnet_VPKL;
LOCALISATIONATTENTIONNET: https://github.com/
LeanneNortje/LocalisationAttentionNet_VKPL

2VPKL task: https://github.com/LeanneNortje/VPKL

test time, we obtain caudio for a test utterance and cvision for
an image query. These are compared using cosine similar-
ity. If the score is above a threshold ↵ for a given caption
and image query, the keyword is detected in the caption.
The ↵ for each model is tuned on the development set:
↵DAVENET = 0.85, ↵CONTRASTIVEDAVENET = 0.55 and
↵LOCALISATIONATTENTIONNET = 0.5885. For localisation, if a
keyword is detected, then the position of the keyword is taken
as the frame where the maximum attention weight occurs.
This is compared to ground truth alignments, with a true
positive occurring when the predicted frame falls within the
time-span of the keyword in the reference. If a keyword is not
detected or the prediction does not fall within the time-span
of the keyword, this is counted as a mistake. We also imple-
ment a random baseline, where a detection score is randomly
sampled between �1 and 1 and the attention weights for each
frame is randomly assigned a value between 0 and 1.

Visual BoW baseline: Previous work [24, 25] used a
visually grounded BoW model to detect written keywords.
They use a visual tagger to extract BoW labels for each train-
ing image, which then serves as targets for the corresponding
spoken caption. The resulting model can be used to detect
written keywords in utterances. This was extended to not just
detect whether the keyword occurs in the utterance, but also
to determine where in the utterance the word occurs (if it was
detected) [9, 11, 12]. We compare our models to their model,
which takes a written query rather than an image query as
input. The visual BoW model is evaluated on the same 34
keywords as our visually prompted models.

4.2. Results

Tables 1 and 2 compare our VPKL models to the visual BoW
model for keyword detection and localisation. We see that
DAVENET outperforms the random baseline but not the vi-
sually grounded BoW model. Moreover, CONTRASTIVEDAV-
ENET outperforms this BoW model on recall and F1, but not in
precision. The improvements of CONTRASTIVEDAVENET over
DAVENET shows that by sampling positives and negatives us-
ing the scheme introduced in Section 3.2, we can better detect
and localise visual keywords.

Building on this, LOCALISATIONATTENTIONNET improves

Table 1. Keyword detection results (%).
Model Precision Recall F1 score

Text query
Visually grounded BoW [11] 42.29 36.32 39.08

Image query
Random baseline 2.30 13.96 3.94
DAVENET 8.86 46.51 14.88
CONTRASTIVEDAVENET 37.97 44.84 41.12
LOCALISATIONATTENTIONNET 48.41 55.85 51.86
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a. Detection accuracy scores b. Localisation F1 scores

Fig. 4. The per keyword (a) detection accuracy scores and (b) localisation F1 score achieved by LOCALISATIONATTENTIONNET

and the visually grounded BoW model.

Table 2. Keyword localisation results (%).
Model Precision Recall F1 score

Text query
Visually grounded BoW [11] 33.39 31.02 32.17

Image query
Random baseline 0.13 0.87 0.22
DAVENET 5.17 33.36 8.95
CONTRASTIVEDAVENET 30.43 39.45 34.36
LOCALISATIONATTENTIONNET 44.43 53.77 48.66

not only the precision and F1 scores of CONTRASTIVEDAV-
ENET, but also the recall. LOCALISATIONATTENTIONNET out-
performs the visually grounded BoW model which shows that
VPKL can be more accurate than keyword embedding local-
isation if an appropriate speech-vision model with a localisa-
tion objective is used.

4.3. Further analyses

The metrics above are based on aggregating scores across
keyword types; we now consider per-keyword performance
to get a better understanding of how and when the VPKL
models outperform the visual BoW model. Fig. 4 shows the
(a) detection accuracy scores and (b) localisation F1 scores
for each keyword for LOCALISATIONATTENTIONNET and the
visual BoW model. We see that LOCALISATIONATTENTION-

Fig. 5. The audio attention weights from LOCALISATIONAT-
TENTIONNET for two utterance-query pairs.

NET learns to detect and localise certain keywords more ac-
curately than the BoW model. However, LOCALISATIONAT-
TENTIONNET detects and localises a smaller distribution of
keywords, especially when it comes to localisation. E.g., we
see worse performance for keywords corresponding to verbs,
which makes sense since these are harder to depict with im-
ages: “sits”, “sitting”, “riding” and “rides”. Other keywords
that the model struggles with are colours (e.g. “orange”) or
keywords that are very general (e.g. “air”).

We also see that LOCALISATIONATTENTIONNET can detect
some of the keywords but not localise them accurately. In
order to see why this happens, we qualitatively look at at-
tention weights produced by the model when given an image
query. Fig. 5 shows two examples. In the top example, only
one keyword “street” is present, and in the bottom example
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Table 3. Keyword detection results (%) on the initial 34 key-
words.
Model Precision Recall F1 score

Random baseline 2.30 13.96 3.94
DAVENET 8.86 46.51 14.88
LOCALISATIONATTENTIONNET 48.41 55.85 51.86
LOCALISATIONATTENTIONNET trained
on generated tags for 34 keywords 31.02 31.83 31.42

LOCALISATIONATTENTIONNET trained
on 190 ground truth keywords 20.77 37.06 26.62

Table 4. Keyword localisation results (%) on the initial 34
keywords.
Model Precision Recall F1 score

Random baseline 0.13 0.87 0.22
DAVENET 5.17 33.36 8.95
LOCALISATIONATTENTIONNET 44.43 53.77 48.66
LOCALISATIONATTENTIONNET trained
on generated tags for 34 keywords 23.20 25.75 24.21

LOCALISATIONATTENTIONNET trained
on 190 ground truth keywords 14.48 28.93 19.30

two keywords “water” and “hair” are present in the query.
The model can output multiple detection scores for an im-
age query but only one set of attention scores. I.e. we might
be able to detect both “water” and “hair”, but we can only
localise one keyword. This problem cannot be fixed by tak-
ing a smaller crop around hair for the keyword “hair”, since
the image would still visually contain water. Therefore, the
model cannot localise two keywords when both are present in
an image query.

To investigate the scalability of LOCALISATIONATTENTION-
NET, we extend the number of keywords to be learnt to 190.3
These include the initial 34 keywords. The results in Table 3
and 4 (in line 5) show that extending the number of keywords
leads to a decrease in performance on the original 34 key-
words. However, our approach still outperforms DAVENET,
which has no form of keyword learning.

In moving towards open vocabulary VPKL in zero-
resource settings, it is therefore clear that some form of
keyword learning would be beneficial. VPKL with an open
vocabulary would ideally allow for detection of any keyword
depicted using a visual image query. An evaluation on more
keywords is one step in this direction, but we are still con-
sidering an idealised case using transcriptions to find positive
and negative examples. We therefore also present initial
experiments where we instead use an actual visual tagger.4

3LOCALISATIONATTENTIONNET on 190 ground truth
keywords: https://github.com/LeanneNortje/
LocalisationAttentionNet_VPKL_on_190_keywords

4LOCALISATIONATTENTIONNET on generated tags: https://
github.com/LeanneNortje/LocalisationAttentionNet_
VPKL_on_generated_tags

For this approach on LOCALISATIONATTENTIONNET, we use
the of-the-shelf visual tagger of [35] to tag the training im-
ages with possible keywords. To sample positive and negative
image-caption pairs, we then use these predicted keywords.
We only use the pairs in which one or more of the 34 key-
words (§4.1) occurs to sample positive and negatives: pairs
with the same predicted keywords are positives and pairs with
different predicted keywords are negatives. From Table 3 and
4, we see that this approach (line 4) outperforms DAVENET

(line 2). We conclude that any of our keyword sampling ap-
proaches, whether supervised or unsupervised, leads to key-
word learning.

Both the generated keyword approach and the 190-word
extended keyword evaluations fall short of LOCALISATIONAT-
TENTIONNET trained on ground truth keywords. Therefore, the
question remains: how can we extend this approach to work
on zero-resource languages? Future work could look into
finding a more accurate visual tagger. However, the prob-
lem of the model only being able to learn a small amount of
keywords remains. We recommend looking into multimodal
few-shot learning: learning a new keyword from a few paired
images and spoken captions containing the keyword [36]. Re-
cently, [37] looked into few-shot learning using natural im-
ages and spoken captions to learn new concepts, but they re-
quired a large number of examples to learn a new concept.
Although [36, 38, 39] only learned digit classes, they showed
that new concepts can be learned for only a few examples.
The hope is that few-shot learning would enable LOCALISA-
TIONATTENTIONNET to learn more keywords.

5. CONCLUSION

We proposed the new visually prompted keyword localisa-
tion (VPKL) task and adapted previous speech-vision mod-
els to perform better on this task. Concretely, we proposed a
new data sampling scheme, where we use images to find posi-
tive utterance pairs containing the same keyword, and we pro-
posed a new localising attention mechanism over matchmaps.
We showed that both these innovations gave improvements in
VPKL over previous models.

In our main experiments we used the transcriptions of
the spoken captions in order to simulate an ideal tagger for
our sampling scheme. In further initial experiments, we also
adapted the sampling approach to use a real tagger to gen-
erate image tags. Although the method using an ideal tag-
ger outperformed the one using a real tagger, both methods
outperformed DAVENET, which uses no keywords sampling
method. This proves that our sampling approach leads to key-
word learning. We also implemented a model with a larger
vocabulary size using the ground truth transcriptions. This
caused a drop in performance compared to the case where less
keywords are learned, but still gave improvements over DAV-
ENET. Future work will look into using few-shot learning to
learn more keywords for zero-resource systems.
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